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As you probably already know, the Houston Museum of 
Natural Science engages the innate curiosity of children of all 
ages (whether nine months or 99 years). During their visits 
to HMNS, we hope that they feel compelled to ponder the 
world of science and nature in order to find answers to all of 
the intrigues the universe has to offer. 

We aim to create a spark of interest in these worlds (be they 
scientific, natural, ancient, physical—or even philosophical), so 
that they will continue to explore for themselves as life-long 
learners.  As fellow educators, we stand shoulder to shoulder 
with you in the work of inspiring others.

As you turn the pages of this Educator’s Guide, you will find 
it full of resources to help you in this quest. From TEKS-
based field trips to weekly science labs and even outreach 
presentations at your school, we teach, learn, and work right 
alongside you and your students, every step of the way.

At the Houston Museum of Natural Science we are curious 
by nature.  Are you?

Sincerely,

A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Joel A. Bartsch
President
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FIELD TRIP PROGRAM
Book now! Call 713-639-4659, email fieldtrips@hmns.org, or 
visit hmns.org/fieldtrips to set up your reservation. 

The Houston Museum of Natural Science is committed 
to providing exemplary education for the community, and 
we work hard to help teachers bring learning to life for 
their students.

RESERVATIONS
Field trip reservations may be made by calling 713-639-4659, 
emailing fieldtrips@hmns.org, or by completing the online 
booking form at hmns.org/fieldtrips. After your trip is booked, 
you will receive a confirmation invoice by email, fax, or mail. 
Please carefully review your confirmation and contact us 
immediately if changes need to be made. 

To qualify for field trip rates you must: 

• belong to an educational organization
• make reservations in advance
• visit us Monday - Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
• have a minimum of 10 students

For more detailed field trip policies, please visit us at 
hmns.org/fieldtrips.

INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
The HMNS staff is dedicated to ensuring the enjoyment of 
all our visitors. If any students or adults in your group have 
special needs, please inform us when booking your trip so 
that we can make the appropriate accommodations. 
We want to help you have the best day possible!

ACCESSIBILITY
Our goal is to make the Museum accessible to all visitors. 
We are excited to offer resources for those with sensory 
sensitivities or those affected by autism spectrum disorders. 
Before coming to the Museum, download and review our 
Sensory Guides, Exploration Planner,  Access HMNS app, and 
other resources to make your visit to HMNS more enjoyable!

If you have any questions about which exhibits are 
appropriate for you or your child, please ask a staff member 
or visit our website at hmns.org/accessibility. We’ll be happy to 
help you create the best museum experience for you 
or your family! 

SENSORY FRIENDLY EVENTS
Saturday, September 16, 2017 8 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
Saturday, April 28, 2018 8 a.m. - 10 a.m. 

HMNS will open early with modified lighting and reduced 
sound to turn the museum into a more comfortable and 
welcoming environment for visitors with sensory sensitivities. 
The Cockrell Butterfly Center, Burke Baker Planetarium, and 
Wortham Giant Screen Theatre will be open with adjusted 
lighting and volume for all visitors to enjoy.

Tickets are the same price as regular operating hours. 
HMNS members will receive free admission to the permanent 
exhibit halls and discounted admission to all special venues. 

SENSORY FRIENDLY DAY FOR SCHOOLS
Monday, December 4, 2017 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Book your field trip for this special day by calling 
(713) 639-4659 or emailing fieldtrips@hmns.org. 

PAYMENTS
Payment is due upon arrival at the Museum. Field trip rates 
are already discounted; no additional coupons or membership 
discounts apply at any of the HMNS locations. To view specific 
pricing information, see p. 35 or visit hmns.org/fieldtrips.
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MUSEUM ETIQUETTE

To ensure that all Museum visitors have an optimal 
experience and out of respect for our collections and the 
safety of others, we ask that all HMNS patrons adhere to 
the following guidelines:

• Keep your hands and feet to yourself and keep a safe 
distance from objects, walls, cases, and photographs. The 
oils, salts and acids in our sweat can damage works of art 
and artifacts. (Touching of exhibits is only permitted in 
the Cabinet of Curiosities.)

• Be respectful of other visitors to the Museum by using    
a quiet voice when walking through the Halls.

• Cell phones must be turned off or silenced while in the Halls.
• Food, drinks, and chewing gum are not allowed in the Halls.
• Students are not permitted to run or jump in the Halls. .

Teachers and chaperones are responsible for the behavior of 
their students/children during their visit to the Museum.  We 
thank you in advance for ensuring that our Museum remains 
in good condition for all visitors to enjoy. If these guidelines 
are not followed, you may be asked to leave the Museum.

FREE ONLINE CURRICULUM
Our team of educators has produced field trip curriculum, 
generously supported by Phillips 66, for grades K-12. Based 
on each grade’s interdisciplinary TEKS objectives, this 
curriculum covers the Museum’s permanent exhibit halls 
and special exhibitions, encouraging students to deepen 
their understanding of the concepts presented at HMNS and 
become lifelong learners.  All curricula is available online for 
free at hmns.org/curriculum.

Curriculum materials include:

• TEKS objectives
• vocabulary words to prepare the students for the trip
• knowledge hunt that connects classroom learning and 

Museum exhibits with real world information
• extension activities that include hands-on experiences, 

cooperative learning, critical thinking, research and 
cross-curricular lessons so students may extend learning 
beyond their day at the Museum

If you have a curriculum question, please contact our field trip 
line or email curriculum@hmns.org.

DISCOUNT DAYS!
Receive free admission to the permanent exhibit halls* 
on any Monday or Tuesday when you purchase one additional 
HMNS venue in September or January or two additional 
HMNS venues in October or February. Additional HMNS 
venues include the Wortham Giant Screen Theatre, Cockrell 
Butterfly Center, and Burke Baker Planetarium.

*excludes special exhibitions

IN THE KNOW…
To receive email notifications about everything that is going 
on in the field of education at the Museum, join our educator 
network at hmns.org/education.

3hmns.org/fieldtrips
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KNIGHTS IN SHINING ARMOR
Opens November 20, 2017
Join us for the Shell Educators' Preview Tuesday,
November 28, 2017 from 4 p.m.-7 p.m. 

Chivalry and duty are bound together by the masterpieces 
of European arms and armors, dating from the Medieval 
and Renaissance ages to the romanticized “Medieval” of the 
1800’s. In the Middle Ages, knighthood was closely linked with 
horsemanship (and especially the joust) from its origins in the 
12th century until its finest hour as a fashion among the high 
nobility in the 15th century. 

The provocative beauty and exquisite craftsmanship of 
the objects reveal the figure of the knight, his code of 
chivalry and his battlefield role. Included are full suits of 

armor, helmets, corselets, shields, swords and other weaponry. 
The exhibit explores the themes of love and war, jousts 
and tournaments, and the historical context in which the 
objects were made and used. Included is a still-life (Natura 
Morta) armor installation – a presentation invented by 
Frederick Stibbert (1826-1906).

This exhibition was organized by Contemporanea Progetti in 
collaboration with the Museo Stibbert, Florence, Italy. Local support 
provided by The Hamill Foundation. 
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DEATH BY NATURAL CAUSES
Opens March 12, 2018  
Shell Educators’ Preview: Spring 2018

Death by Natural Causes will introduce patrons to the range of 
dangers that lurk in their everyday lives. Through a collection 
of specimens, text, and interactives, visitors can see what 
can cause a death from the natural world. Old wives tales 
and urban myths will be debunked, as visitors travel through 
five general areas of rich graphics, compelling visuals, and 
surprising specimens.  

Organized by the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

ADMISSION TO THE FOLLOWING 
SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS ARE INCLUDED 
WITH ENTRANCE TO THE PERMANENT 
EXHIBIT HALLS:

CABINET OF CURIOSITIES 

Museums exist to inspire people to wonder and to facilitate 
creative thought. Given our curious natures and our innate 
desire to collect, it is no wonder that the grand modern 
museum has its humble roots firmly planted in the privately-

owned collections of extraordinary objects from the past. 
These collections, called cabinets of curiosity, first became 
popular in the Renaissance and reached their pinnacle of 
popularity in the Victorian Era. 

These collections of extraordinary natural and manmade 
objects were displayed in cabinets with many compartments, 
each filled with “treasures” reflecting man’s desire to find his 
place within the larger context of nature and the divine. In 
the fullness of time, and as the collections evolved and grew 
in importance, they were acquired by noblemen, gentlemen, 
and royalty.  The collections were then integrated into larger 
collections eventually becoming so immense as to occupy 
entire rooms. Many of these collections were eventually 
institutionalized and became the first public museums.

As an homage to its own history, the Houston Museum of 
Natural Science presents this interpretation of the cabinet of 
curiosity.  Visitors will have the unique opportunity to peruse 
various wonderful and peculiar objects up close and personal. 
This is an especially good opportunity to expose children to 
the history of museums and collections.  Any parent who has 
emptied their children’s pockets of rocks, sticks, and feathers 
can attest to the natural penchant children have for collecting.

Organized by the Houston Museum of Natural Science. 

SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS CONTINUED
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FABERGÉ: ROYAL GIFTS 
FEATURING THE TRELLIS EGG SURPRISE

HMNS opened the new Artie & Dorothy McFerrin Gallery 
with a special jewel-box exhibition of the ‘surprise’ automaton 
elephant accompanied by the 1892 Imperial Diamond Trellis 
Egg. The elephant was discovered in the British royal family’s 
art collection (Royal Collection Trust) and this exhibit 
reunites these pieces for the first time in over 80 years. 
The elephant is only on view thru April 8, 2018. We will be 
highlighting these two pieces along with other special gifts 
created by Fabergé.

Organized by the Houston Museum of Natural Science. The Trellis 
Egg surprise is generously lent by Her Majesty The Queen from the 
Royal Collection. 

UPCOMING SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS AT 
HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE 
AT SUGAR LAND 
(Additional admission charge)

BLOCK PARTY, TOO! 
Opens August 2017

See our new oversize blocks! Parenting fact: when kids aren’t 
making stuff, they’re tearing it apart. At Block Party, Too! you 
can let them do both and learn a thing or two about the 
construction industry!

From columns to cantilevers, kids and parents can explore 
the world of architecture and the forces that keep our 
greatest structures standing… or topple them. The Coliseum, 
Stonehenge, the Leaning Tower of Pisa and the Empire State 
Building all use the same principles to withstand destruction 
from tension, compression and torsion. 

Get up to your elbows in interlocking bricks and try your 
own hand building a gravity-defying masterpiece, then see 
how much force it takes to break it down. Our Block Party, 
Too! interactive play area is designed to inspire 
the imaginations of all ages.

Organized by the Houston Museum of Natural Science. 

CABINET OF CURIOSITIES
Opens March 9, 2018

Staying true to the original cabinets of curiosity—first 
appearing in the Renaissance and reaching their pinnacle 
of popularity in the Victorian Era—this exhibition contains 
thousands of extraordinary natural and manmade objects 
nestled in countless nooks and crannies, just waiting 
to be discovered.

In addition to the countless natural history specimens 
posted on every square foot of the room, endless numbers 
of drawers and cabinets are waiting to be explored.

Organized by the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Please view the website at hmns.org/sugarland for current 
information or contact the field trip department 
at 713-639-4659.
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MAIN FLOOR

MORIAN HALL OF PALEONTOLOGY 

The Morian Hall of Paleontology is one of the largest and 
most dynamic paleontology exhibitions in the world. Larger 
than a football field and towering more than two stories in 
height, the Hall of Paleontology features engaging exhibitions 
and superb, original fossils with over 60 major mounts. 

View one of the ten most complete Tyrannosaurus rex skeletons 
ever recovered, marvel at the uniquely preserved Triceratops 
named Lane, whose "mummified" skin is still intact, and wander 
through our Jurassic Bark gallery of petrified wood. 

THE ALBERT AND ETHEL HERZSTEIN 
FOUCAULT PENDULUM

Suspended from the Museum’s roof, the Foucault Pendulum 
demonstrates the rotation of the Earth.  At Houston’s 
latitude of 30°N, the pendulum progresses through 180° 
each day, eventually knocking down all of the wooden 
pins that surround it. 

ALFRED C. GLASSELL, JR. HALL

Houston businessman Alfred C. Glassell, Jr. was a well-known 
philanthropist, but many never knew of his devotion to large 
species of game fish – not only for sport but also for research 
and conservation. This exhibit highlights Tumbesian fish species 
including the world record black marlin caught by Glassell on 
August 4, 1953 that tipped the scales at 1,560 pounds. The 
exhibit includes over 40 specimens of game fish.

The Houston Museum of Natural Science’s permanent exhibit 
halls offer a unique assortment of interdisciplinary adventures 
for students of all ages. Visit hmns.org/curriculum, generously 
supported by Phillips 66, for TEKS objectives K-12 and to 
promote lifelong learning!

LOWER LEVEL

“DO THE WEATHER WITH CHITA CRAFT” 
presented by KHOU-TV Channel 11

Step in front of the camera and join Channel 11 
Meteorologist Chita Craft for a severe weather update 
with you as the weather reporter!  Choose to deliver your 
forecast in either English or Spanish. Then it’s lights, camera, 
action as you become the star of the show on a replica of the 
Channel 11 weather set!

WELCH HALL OF CHEMISTRY

Watch chemistry come alive before your eyes! Experiments, 
interactive displays, and other creative installations give 
students a better understanding of chemical processes and 
the importance of chemistry in the everyday world.

VINTAGE TEXAS WILDLIFE DIORAMAS

The dioramas in the Education Wing have been a regular part 
of the museum for several decades. When their occupied 
space was deemed essential for renovation, Museum staff 
were unable to simply throw away these dioramas with their 
rich and fine detail. Instead we decided to make an effort 
to do what museums do best – conserve these precious 
historical antiquities, preserving them for future generations 
to enjoy and appreciate.

PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS

hmns.org/exhibits



THIRD FLOOR

JOHN P. MCGOVERN HALL OF THE AMERICAS

Investigate thousands of years of Native American history 
from the Arctic to the Amazon through reconstructed 
environments, hands-on activities, and a magnificent collection 
of rugs, pottery, beadwork, kachina dolls, pre-Columbian gold, 
and other rare treasures.

HALL OF ANCIENT EGYPT

Become immersed in an ancient primary civilization with the 
Hall of Ancient Egypt. This permanent exhibit covers a wide 
range of topics related to ancient Egyptian culture, illustrated 
with objects from the HMNS permanent collection. Explore a 
variety of exciting aspects of Egypt, including daily life, culture, 
religion and of course, burial and mummification.

FOURTH FLOOR

WIESS ENERGY 3.0
Join us for the Shell Educators' Preview Tuesday, 
November 28, 2017 from 4 p.m.-7 p.m. 

A greatly expanded version of the permanent exhibition is 
set to open November 20. Dubbed “Wiess Energy Hall 3.0,” 
the third iteration of this popular hall will enlarge from its 
previous 8,500 square feet to an expansive 30,000 square 
feet. Joining the completely redesigned “classic” displays will 
be a bonanza of entirely new exhibits, making the new hall 
the most contemporary, comprehensive, and technologically 
advanced exhibition on the science and technology of energy 
anywhere in the world.

Wiess Energy Hall is generously underwritten by Anadarko 
Petroleum Corporation, ConocoPhillips, Chevron, The Cockrell 
Foundation, The Elkins Foundation, Enterprise Products Partners 
L.P., EOG Resources, Inc., Exxon Mobil Corporation, GeoSouthern 
Energy Partners GP, LLC, Halliburton Foundation, Inc., Phillips 
66, Walter Oil & Gas Corporation, Aramco, Cheniere Energy, 
Constellation and Exelon Foundation, EnCap Investments L.P. 
, HMW Entertainment, Claire and Joe Greenberg, William S. 
and Lora, Jean Kilroy Foundation, LINN Energy, LyondellBasell, 
Marathon Oil Corporation, Kelly and Bill Montgomery, Occidental 
Petroleum Corporation, Patterson-UTI Energy, Inc., Simmons & 
Company International, Carolyn and Garry Tanner, Texas Crude 
Energy, LLC - K.C. Weiner & Peter J. Fluor, Total, Jennifer and
Wil VanLoh, Michele and Dheeraj Verma, Oasis Petroleum, 
Susanne and William E. Pritchard III, The Brown Foundation, Inc., 
David Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Davis, and The Alan 
& Michelle Smith Family Fund.

SECOND FLOOR
HAMMAN HALL OF TEXAS COASTAL ECOLOGY

The Texas coast is a natural treasure to many Texans, 
but few know about its ecologic and economic importance. 
Discover how a healthy environment is paramount to 
maintaining and sustaining a healthy economy.  Visitors learn 
about the environmental characteristics of the Texas coast, 
as well as critical habitats, iconic species, concerns and 
impacts, recreation, and opportunities for conservation 
and restoration.  

The Hamman Hall of Texas Coastal Ecology is generously 
underwritten by the George and Mary Josephine 
Hamman Foundation.

CULLEN HALL OF GEMS AND MINERALS 
including THE LESTER AND SUE SMITH GEM VAULT
 
Home to the world’s finest display-quality mineral collection, 
students can view more than 500 beautifully crystallized 
minerals, including some of the rarest and most beautiful 
specimens ever unearthed. The Lester and Sue Smith Gem 
Vault includes dazzling examples of diamonds, rubies, sapphires, 
emeralds, aquamarines, topazes, amethysts, alexandrites, and 
tourmalines.  The stunning centerpiece of the exhibit is a 1,869 
carat emerald, the largest ever recovered in North America. 

Made possible through the generous support of 
The Smith Foundation. 

FARISH HALL OF TEXAS WILDLIFE

The Farish Hall of Texas Wildlife will lead visitors through the 
amazing diversity of the seven biotic provinces of Texas. Come 
face-to-face with the state’s native creatures through realistic 
displays of the wide variety of animal species that fill the many 
habitats of Texas – from the dry, arid desert of west Texas to 
the humid, rain-soaked areas of east Texas.

FRENSLEY/GRAHAM HALL OF AFRICAN WILDLIFE 

The animals that inhabit the mysterious continent of Africa 
come alive in this unique exhibit. Experience the diversity of 
African wildlife represented though seven themed ecosystems 
as part of the Graham Family Presentation of Ecology and 
Conservation Biomes.

STRAKE HALL OF MALACOLOGY 

With more than 100,000 species, mollusks include such 
diverse creatures as clams, snails, and giant squid. Explore 
their world through models, fossils, dioramas, living specimens, 
and hundreds of rare and spectacular shells.

9hmns.org/exhibits
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Films That Inspire Lifelong Learning

Selected for their educational value, curriculum connections, 
and cinematic excellence, our films are catalysts to ignite a 
student’s interest in natural science. 

AMAZON ADVENTURE 3D 

Amazon Adventure 3D tells the epic, true story of 
Henry Bates who risked his life in the perilous Amazon 
in the 1850’s and discovered the “beautiful proof” for the 
greatest explanation ever put forward for the development 
of life on Earth.

Local support provided by The Hamill Foundation.

DREAM BIG 3D 

All around the world, engineers are pushing the limits of 
ingenuity and innovation in unexpected, imaginative and 
amazing ways. Dream Big 3D will take viewers on a journey of 
discovery from the world’s tallest building to a bridge higher 
than the clouds and a solar car race across Australia. Along 
the way the audience will witness how today’s engineers are 
shaping the world of tomorrow.

Dream Big 3D is in partnership with the American Society of 
Civil Engineers and presented by Bechtel Corporation. Local 
support provided by Phillips 66 and The Hamill Foundation.

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE

hmns.org/giantscreen
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PENGUINS 3D 

Penguins 3D celebrates the destiny of a very special King 
Penguin, who returns to his birthplace in the sub-Antarctic. 
Known as Penguin City, the island is home to hundreds of 
albatrosses, fur seals and brawling elephant seals—as well as 
six million penguins! Somehow our hero must earn his place 
among the island inhabitants and fulfill his destiny by finding a 
mate and raising a family.

HURRICANE 3D 

Coming this Spring! This is the true story of a 
15,000-kilometre journey in the footsteps of one of the 
most devastating natural events on our planet: the Atlantic 
Hurricane. Our protagonist is both shatteringly destructive 
and vital to life on Earth. 

A mere breeze at its conception, as it sweeps over the 
African Sahel it becomes a life-giving monsoon, before 
setting out across the Atlantic as a deepening depression. 
The hurricane is the film’s main character and the 
supporting cast – the men, women, plants and animals that it 
encounters on its journey and affects in some way, for better 
or for worse. 

INCREDIBLE PREDATORS 3D 

Coming this January! Incredible Predators 3D 
deconstructs the world of major predators as never before, 
taking an intimate look at the remarkable strategies they use 
to succeed. Students will learn how these supreme species 
must be at their very peak of performance to have any 
chance of success. Their backstory will be a key part of the 
narrative; to understand a cheetah’s dilemma you must meet 
her hungry cubs.

ONGOING TEACHER’S CHOICE OPTIONS
Films are 40-45 minutes in length

Fall Teacher’s Choice begins October 2, 2017 and Spring 
begins January 8, 2018. Visit our website for an updated list 
and description of each film. Reservations must be made 
seven business days in advance. 

DINOSAURS ALIVE 3D
EXTREME WEATHER 3D 
GALAPAGOS
HUMPBACK WHALES 3D 
MYSTERIES OF THE UNSEEN WORLD 3D 
NATIONAL PARKS ADVENTURE 3D
SECRET OCEAN 
TINY GIANTS 3D
WILD AFRICA 3D

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE CONTINUED
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COCKRELL BUTTERFLY CENTER

Visit the Cockrell Butterfly Center--where students 
experience the amazing world of arthropods in a 
tropical rainforest!

Enter a stunning three-story glass structure built around 
a 50-foot waterfall! This simulated tropical rainforest is 
filled with exotic plants and hundreds of gorgeous living 
butterflies. These beautiful, delicate creatures, imported 
from butterfly farms around the world, will delight you as 
they flutter through the vegetation, stop to sip nectar or 
fruit juices, and occasionally alight on lucky visitors.

BROWN HALL OF ENTOMOLOGY
Visit the exhibitions surrounding the rainforest conservatory 
for an in-depth look at arthropods.

UPPER LEVEL

THE AMAZING WORLD OF ARTHROPODS!

Marvel at astounding living insects, spectacular mounted 
specimens, larger-than-life models, and interactive games. 
Search for camouflaged insects, meet a cricket weatherman, 
learn how insects are used to solve crimes, see giant wasp 
nests, get a close-up look of some of Houston’s largest 
cockroaches, and much, much more!

CHRYSALIS CORNER

Witness butterflies emerge! This unique exhibit showcases 
the remarkable transformation of many species of butterfly. 
Watch them break free of their chrysalis and begin to 
expand their wings. If you’re lucky, you may see our 
entomologists release them into the rainforest!

LOWER LEVEL

EXPLORE AN ENTOMOLOGIST’S LAB!

Tucked underneath the waterfall and behind the cenote 
pool, discover how insects are particularly important to 
humans. Take a peek into an entomologist’s lab, where 
you can look at insect specimens up close, pick up some 
butterfly gardening tips, learn about backyard beekeeping, 
and explore the best ways to control mosquitoes.

INSECT VENDING MACHINE

Arthropods can make a tasty snack! Learn how different 
cultures incorporate insects into their diets and then try 
it out for yourself with a tasty snack from this unusual 
vending machine.

MAIN LEVEL

THE LAND OF BEEYOND

Perfect for families with little ones who are “knee high to a 
grasshopper”! In this immersive insect environment, kids can 
play in a giant beehive, put together puzzles, or enjoy insect 
picture books.

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE CONTINUED
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BURKE BAKER PLANETARIUM
With ten 4K projectors, the Burke Baker Planetarium 
has the sharpest and highest contrast full dome images 
on Earth – giving your students an awesome immersive 
experience with over 15 shows that match TEKS and your 
learning objectives. Your students will travel throughout the 
universe in an action adventure that is real –an exciting 3D 
experience without glasses! 

Booking a Planetarium Picks for Educators program requires 
a group of 25 or more. Reservations must be made at least 
five business days in advance. Please note that any seats 
not filled by students will be made available for public sale. 
Monday through Friday 10:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 12 
p.m., 12:30 p.m., 1 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 2 p.m.

EDGE OF DARKNESS

The show features amazing views of places never before 
seen as you fly through the great cliffs on Comet 67P, 
examine the bright "lights" on the asteroid Ceres, unlock 
secrets hidden in meteorites, and marvel at the first ever 
close ups of dwarf binary planet Pluto/Charon.  

TALES OF A TIME TRAVELER 

Students of all ages enjoy experiencing time - from the 
dinosaurs of long ago, to the changing planets, the birth 
and death of stars, and even the Big Bang. Tales of a Time 
Traveler is a dramatic, beautiful, and fast-paced adventure 
through all of time, told by David Tennant, the 10th Dr. 
Who! –  A captivating story for every student.

DYNAMIC EARTH

Explore the Earth’s creatures and dynamic climate and then 
learn how to balance the energy and resources we need, 
while protecting Earth’s great life support system.

STARRY NIGHT EXPRESS

A LIVE tour of the night sky with a close up of the Moon 
and planets, as they appear this evening. Constellations and 
deep sky surprises combine with meteor showers, eclipses, 
comets, moon phases, and the daily motion of the sky.

GREAT PLANET ADVENTURES AND 
PLANETS FOR KIDS

Zip line on Mercury, snowmobile on Pluto, bungee 
jump from an asteroid, dive from the tallest cliff or rappel 
into the deepest canyon in the solar system. Ten thrills and 
ten destinations visiting all of the planets and more! 
(For K-3, request Planets for Kids with a narration 
for younger learners.)

LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE

Search for life in the universe by exploring all of the planets 
and then watching the birth/death of stars and the formation 
of galaxies. While looking for life, this show explores 
everything in the visible Universe in just 25 minutes.

WE CHOOSE SPACE!

Explore the completed International Space Station, both 
inside and out and visit a thriving lunar colony at the Moon’s 
South Pole. This is a great introduction for human spaceflight 
and the Moon.

FORCE 5!

Feel nature’s fury! Experience the Great Galveston 
Hurricane of 1900 and Hurricane Ike in 2008. Survive a 
devastating tornado and a solar storm more powerful than 
a nuclear blast! Be in the middle of the action when nature 
goes Force 5!

ZULA PATROL 
(Just for Pre-K – 2nd Grade Students)

When their weather-collecting pet, Gorga, runs away, the 
Zula Patrol chases him all the way to our solar system. Here 
they learn about the weather on Earth and other planets 
while trying to save Gorga from the villainous Dark Truder.
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BEST FOR 3RD GRADE AND ABOVE

BLACK HOLES 

What is a black hole? Where do they come from? How do 
we find them? What would it be like to fall through one? 
Explore the latest scientific discoveries about black holes in 
an exciting, visually immersive show. 

DARK UNIVERSE

Leave the Milky Way galaxy and journey all the way to the 
afterglow of the Big Bang while exploring two great cosmic 
mysteries: dark matter and dark energy.

MAGNETISM: DEFENDING OUR WORLD, 
DEFINING THE COSMOS

We play with magnets on refrigerators and in toy boxes. 
Now we can watch this same magnetic force controlling 
massive explosions rising from the sun, protecting life on 
Earth, creating spectacular auroras, and guiding fish on the 
open ocean. Magnetism is invisible and everywhere – in a 
show with at least a dozen discoveries for every student. 

NON-ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS

STARS OF THE PHARAOHS 

Travel to ancient Egypt and discover how astronomers made 
the first solar calendar and told time by the stars. Explore 
their spectacular temples, pyramids, and King Tutankhamun’s 
Tomb, projected all around you in their original splendor.

FATE OF THE MAYA

Visit ancient Uxmal, Chichen Itza, Tikal, and Palenque and 
discover how the classic Maya saw their future in the stars. 
Explore lagoons and sink holes for clues about the climate 
change that destroyed this advanced civilization over a 
thousand years ago.

NIGHT OF THE TITANIC

A great tragedy unfolds in the icy North Atlantic. 
Weather, ice, the Sun, and human error all contributed to 
the sinking of this “unsinkable” ship. Experience the last day 
on the RMS Titanic and discover the science that could have 
saved the ship.

THE BODY CODE

Fly through the carotid artery; visit the eye, brain, ear, and 
heart. Shrink into a cell’s nucleus to see the DNA within. 
Explore the circulatory and nervous systems and fight an 
infection with lasers.

You can also choose one of our older shows like Secret of 
the Cardboard Rocket, Impact!, Earth’s Wild Ride, Ice Worlds, or 
The Christmas Star.
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HMNS EXPEDITION CENTER

With Space Flights to the Moon and Mars DAILY

The Expedition Center is our next generation of space flight 
simulation. It uses the Museum’s 26 years of simulated space 
flight to create more exciting, interactive, and STEM-focused 
experiences, with updated software and more engaging 
teamwork challenges. The excitement of exploration 
becomes a foundation to teach interdisciplinary tasks, foster 
team problem solving skills, and promote STEM careers. 

Houston provides career opportunities in medicine, 
technology, engineering, and space, as well as the biological 
and geological sciences. During each Expedition, students 
model these real world careers as they fly to the Moon 
and Mars. Our Expeditions also emphasize the skills that 
make good students and valuable employees: responsibility, 
teamwork, decision-making, and communication. All 
expeditions include free admission to the Museum’s 
permanent exhibit halls (excluding special exhibitions).

CHEVRON EXPEDITION CENTER PROGRAM
It is the year 2076: this mission must be successful, and 
only your students can make this happen. New Tranquility 
Base on the Moon is awaiting the arrival of your space ship 
from Earth for a crew exchange before journeying to Mars. 
Students must work together to complete a successful 
expedition while performing experiments, maintaining 
the ship, and surviving the perils of space travel.

Expeditions are available for students of all ages. 
You can schedule an expedition for your students
Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Mini-Crew Expedition (1 hour)
12-25 students; Grades 4-12

hmns.org/space

Junior-Crew Expedition (1.5 hours)
12-25 students; Kindergarten-Grade 3; plus 1 mandatory 
adult for every 2 students for K and 1st grade. 1 adult for 
every 3 students in 2nd and 3rd grade.

Full-Crew Expedition (2 hours)
24-44 students; Grades 4-12

STAFF DEVELOPMENT/TEAM BUILDING
For an exceptional staff development/team building activity 
for teachers, try an Expedition in our interactive simulation 
center! Contact: expedition@hmns.org or 713-639-4736.

DISCOUNTS
Science, math, and engineering classes or clubs in high 
school may qualify for a free expedition, sponsored by 
the JSC Chapter of the NASA Alumni League. Contact: 
expedition@hmns.org or 713-639-4736.

JUST FOR FUN IN SIMULATION SPACE
Gather your friends or scout group and fly an Expedition 
just for the fun of it! Or book an Expedition for your next 
birthday. Contact: expedition@hmns.org or 713-639-4736.

COMING IN JANUARY: EXPEDITION 
CENTER GOES UNDER THE SEA!
Our space ship becomes a nuclear-powered submarine 
as we head out on a mission to explore the legendary 
shipwreck of the RMS Titanic! Many new tasks, exciting 
emergencies, new audio and video, but still fully loaded 
with STEM and life skills value. 
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HMNS AT SUGAR LAND
Located in a historic building in Sugar Land, our satellite 
campus is the perfect venue for a field trip. 

FIELD TRIPS
The museum is home to a full-size Science on a Sphere, 
a 2,000-gallon salt water fish aquarium, and an outdoor 
butterfly garden. The permanent exhibit halls, featuring 
items from the HMNS collection, cover Earth, Life, Space, 
and Physical sciences, along with Paleontology. Seasonal 
special exhibitions are also scheduled throughout the year. 
Information about these programs and more may be found at 
hmns.org/sugarland.

ENHANCED EXPERIENCE

Customize your field trip by requesting an Enhanced 
Experience with a docent. Tap into the expertise of the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
through Science on a Sphere, our eight-foot wide suspended 
globe that displays hundreds of automated images about the 
solar system and our changing earth. 

What else? Search the native Texas plants for caterpillars 
or chrysalises in our butterfly garden, schedule a special 
hands-on experience in the microscope lab, explore sea life 
in the salt water aquarium, or participate in an exciting live 
chemistry demonstration.  

Our docents are specially trained to give students greater 
exposure to these unique programs and welcome the chance 
to share their professional knowledge. 

DIG PIT

Dig for dinosaur bones, just like a real paleontologist! 
Students ages 3-12 will enjoy grabbing the digging tool of 
their choice to uncover the skeleton of a Triceratops, one of 
the first of its kind found with its legs attached to its body.  

Dig further to find a Velociraptor attacking a Protoceratops, 
or uncover a T. rex skull under the special recycled mulch. 
Children under 3 years of age will enjoy the ball dig pit 
where they will find dinosaur shapes in relief on the floor.

FIELD TRIP CLASSES
Unique classes at HMNS at Sugar Land are available during 
Field Trips and cover topics that include fossils, fossil fuels, 
landforms, rock cycles, and more. 

Taught by Texas-certified instructors, they ensure an 
educational message for students during the visit and 
provide an opportunity for teachers to see topics presented 
in unique ways. Two weeks advance notice is required to 
schedule all field trip classes. 
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DIGITAL DOME THEATRE
The full-dome action surrounds the audience in Sugar 
Land with shows for every age and learning objective. 
Students from pre-K to young adult will expand their 
knowledge through the show you pre-select based on 
your curriculum needs.

Offerings include Secret of the Cardboard Rocket, Earth’s Wild 
Ride, Dinosaur Prophecy, Dawn of the Space Age, Body Code, 
Black Holes, and many more. The HMNS Astronomy team 
updates the playlist annually with original features.

SCIENCE NIGHT
Let HMNS at Sugar Land host your school’s annual Science 
Night. Schools have the opportunity to book the museum 
for their event and let the HMNS staff do the work! 

Students and family members attend at the field trip rates 
and have the opportunity to view all HMNS at Sugar Land 
has to offer. Volunteer docents will be on hand to share 
interactive items in our exhibit touch carts as families 
explore and learn together.

SCHOOL CELEBRATION
Turn your field trip into a special celebration!  Schools 
that book field trips to our Sugar Land location have the 
opportunity to extend their science learning into a party. 
Students will enjoy exclusive use of the museum for the day 
with full access to exhibit halls, a planetarium show, science-
based craft creations, special demonstrations, outdoor 
activities and more. Priced at $7.00 and up per student, 
based on the selected offerings.

ART GALLERY
Our Art Gallery showcases the artistic talents of area 
students and adults. It offers public access without an 
admission charge and is a great way to display the wonderful 
work done every day in local art classes. Contact Kristina 
Thompson (kthompson@hmns.org or 281-313-2277 ext.123) 
to schedule a time for your artists to display their work.

LAB CLASSES 
See page 22 for more information about Weekday Labs and 
Labs on Demand available at HMNS at Sugar Land.
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GEORGE OBSERVATORY
Located in beautiful Brazos Bend State Park, the George 
Observatory offers a wide array of activities, from the 
Chevron Expedition Center Program of simulated space 
flights to Astronomy classes, the Discovery Dome Portable 
Planetarium, High School Stargazing sessions, and Science 
Labs. Be sure to keep track of what’s happening at 
hmns.org/george-observatory! 

CHEVRON EXPEDITION CENTER PROGRAM 
AT THE GEORGE OBSERVATORY
In the Chevron Expedition Center Program, students 
become astronauts and mission controllers in our space 
simulation, flying missions to the Moon or to Mars. 

Students engage in an interactive learning environment where 
they are assigned a role that allows them to solve problems, 
work as a team, and experience real astronaut training.

Mini-Crew Expedition to the Moon or Mars
Grades: 4-12
(1 hour) 12-20 students

Junior-Crew Expedition to the Moon
Grades: 1-4
(1.5 hours) 12-20 students; PLUS 1 adult for every 2 students

Full-Crew Expedition to the Moon and Mars
Grades: 5-12
(2 hours) 21-40 students

JUST FOR FUN
Gather your friends or scouts and fly an Expedition just 
for the fun of it! Then enjoy the natural beauty of Brazos 
Bend State Park. Contact: georgeobservatory@hmns.org or 
281-242-3055.

DISCOVERY DOME PORTABLE PLANETARIUM
Up to 20 students per showing.

Our portable, inflatable dome theater is an exciting 
experience that offers stars, planets, dinosaurs, volcanoes, 
tornadoes, DNA, and much more, with over 30 different 
films to choose from! 

Each full-dome film or live presentation lasts 30 minutes, 
and you may choose several presentations in the same visit 
or combine a show with a tour, an astronomy class, or an 
Expedition Center mission.
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ASTRONOMY CLASSES
Up to 40 students per class.

One-hour daytime astronomy classes include a tour of the 
George Observatory research telescope. Astronomy classes 
may be combined with an Expedition Center mission or a 
Discovery Dome Planetarium show.

Classes include: 

The Solar System – Our Neighborhood in Space
(grades K-5) 

The Sky Tonight – Constellations and Planets
(grades 4-8)

Telescopes & Tools for Exploring the Night Sky
(grades 3-7) 

Deep Space and Beyond – The Universe beyond our Solar System
(grades 5-8)

The Colorful Night Sky – Life Cycles of Stars
(grades 9-12)

SCIENCE LABS
Up to 25 students per lab.

Each lab lasts one hour and is available on demand 
throughout the school year. Perfect for Home School 
groups! Call (713) 639-4659 for times and availability.

Labs include: 

• Sun & Shadows
• Moon Mysteries 
• Star Light, Star Bright
• Telescope Wonders
• Starry, Starry Night—Constellations
• The Solar System
• Cosmic Wanderers--Comets, Asteroids & Meteors
• Deep Space and Beyond
• Lenses & Light

HIGH SCHOOL STARGAZING SESSIONS
Up to 30 students per class.

Make the sky your classroom! Come tour the constellations 
and learn hands-on about the Universe. Look through our 
36-inch research-grade telescope, one of the largest in the 
US regularly open to the public. 

A session lasts two hours. Limited number of evenings 
available from November-March, from 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 
Call 281-242-3055 for reservations.

THE GEORGE EXPERIENCE
This is the perfect Field Trip Package for getting your 
students outdoors and interacting with the environment 
while gaining knowledge in the areas of astronomy and 
problem solving! Students can rotate between an Expedition 
Center mission, an astronomy class, and a scavenger hunt 
through Creekfield Trail.
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SCIENCE LABS
Our interactive labs feature Museum specimens, artifacts, 
and laboratory equipment. Students examine ancient 
objects, investigate technology, meet live animals, or conduct 
scientific experiments depending on the nature of the lab 
booking. Each lab lasts one hour and includes admission to 
the Museum’s permanent exhibit halls for lab participants. 
Labs can accommodate up to 25 students and are held each 
month at HMNS and select Thursdays and Friday at HMNS 
at Sugar Land. Labs are available at 9:30, 11:00, and 1:00. 

Cost: $165 per Lab; $200 per Dissection Lab
(pricing may vary by specimen)

Topics include:

Time Labs 

Golden Age of Piracy
(October at HMNS and October 26 in Sugar Land) 

The Romanovs (November at HMNS) 

Underground Railroad (December at HMNS) 

Scientific Farming
(January at HMNS and January 25 in Sugar Land) 

Lost Colony of Roanoke (February at HMNS) 

The Zulu Kingdom
(March at HMNS and March 30 in Sugar Land) 

Wildlife Labs 

Young Wonders
(September at HMNS and September 28 in Sugar Land) 

All in the Family
(November at HMNS and November 16 in Sugar Land) 

Signs of Intelligent Life
(December at HMNS and December 14 in Sugar Land) 

Get a Grip
(February at HMNS and February 22 in Sugar Land) 

Australian Wildlife
(March at HMNS and March 29 in Sugar Land) 

Understanding Ungulates
(April at HMNS and April 26 in Sugar Land)

Going, Going, Hopefully Not Gone!
(May at HMNS and May 24 in Sugar Land) 

Earth Science Labs

Renewable Energy (October at HMNS) 

Fossil Fuels
(February at HMNS and February 23 in Sugar Land) 

Petroleum Production (April at HMNS) 

Discover Maps! (May at HMNS and May 25 in Sugar Land)
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ConocoPhillips TechnoScience Labs 

Storm Science (September at HMNS) 

Electricity
(November at HMNS and November 17 in Sugar Land) 

Cool Chemistry
(December at HMNS and December 15 in Sugar Land) 

Soap Science
(January at HMNS and January 26 in Sugar Land) 

Bridges (April at HMNS and April 27 in Sugar Land) 

Motion and Machines (May at HMNS) 

Dissection Labs  
Featuring dissections for grades 5-10

Cosmopolitan Crawdads
(September at HMNS and September 29 in Sugar Land) 

Aw, Rats
(October at HMNS and October 27 in Sugar Land) 

Spiny Yet Spineless (January at HMNS)  

The Eyes Have It (March at HMNS) 

LABS ON DEMAND
Want a lab experience for your field trip? Need help with 
a TEKS objective? Try our Labs on Demand, featuring 
Museum specimens, artifacts and laboratory equipment! 
Our interactive Labs on Demand offer the instructor the 
opportunity to select the topic that best suits their students 
at any given time. 

Standard labs are one hour and can accommodate up to 
25 students per session. Advanced Labs are two hours and 
can accommodate up to 25 students per session. Lab fees 
include admission to the Museum’s Permanent Exhibit Halls 
for lab participants on the day of your lab.

Cost:

$200 – Standard 

$200 – Dissection (pricing may very by specimen)

$200-$450 – Advanced Lab Topics for High School

Add a $75 travel fee for traveling presentations

Topics include but are not limited to:

Physical Science: Chemistry, Force and Motion, 
Electricity, and Light and Optics

History and Culture: Ancient Egypt, Ancient and 
Medieval History Topics, and Classes based on current 
or past exhibitions

Biology: Cells, Animal Adaptations, and Life Cycles

Earth Science: Rock Cycle, Paleontology, Land Forms, 
Layers of the Earth

Dissection: Organ and whole Organism dissections
Please inquire regarding particular specimen availability.

For more information about the Labs and Dissection 
specimens we offer, visit our website at hmns.org/lab.

JURASSIC JAMES
 
Jurassic James’ classes are behind- the-scenes educational Labs 
On Demand, using the staff ’s training classrooms and featuring 
a special Jurassic James tour. All Jurassic James classes have 
limited availability. 

Igneous Rocks, Volcanoes, Metamorphic Rocks,
and Metamorphism

Prehistoric Animal Diets: Carnivores, Herbivores, 
and Omnivores, Oh My! 

Rocks and Minerals of Ancient Americas 
(available in Spanish) 

Rocks and Minerals of Ancient Egypt (available in Spanish)

The 10 Evidences of Plate Tectonics 

The Rock Cycle 

What is a Dinosaur? Think Like a Scientist
(available in Spanish)

See a full list of Jurassic James’ labs online. The classes 
available in Spanish are presented by a different instructor.

Photo Credit: Elizabeth Conley, 
Houston Chronicle
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EARLY INVESTIGATIONS AND DOCENT TOURS
GUIDED TOUR OPTIONS

DOCENT TOURS

Get an exciting, interactive look at our exhibit halls 
by booking a docent tour! Go behind-the-scenes with a 
specially trained docent who will allow students to access 
touch-carts and participate in hands-on presentations. 
Pet zebra fur, hold prehistoric poop, and marvel at ancient 
mummification methods! Tours are available for each of the 
permanent exhibit halls and last approximately one hour. 
One docent is provided for every 10 people.

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS
(Grades K-3)

Early Investigations is the Museum’s on-site Science
enrichment program for children in grades K-3. Consisting 
of an engaging classroom session and interactive guided 
tour of one exhibit hall, the EI program is 1.5 hours of fun, 
scientific exploration! Students will handle real artifacts and 
specimens, participate in crafts and activities, and receive a 
take-home reminder of their day at HMNS. To book a tour, 
choose one of the following eight topics:

Find Fun with Fossils: Paleontology

What are fossils? Investigate bones, claws, teeth, and 
more as students become junior paleontologists and study 
real fossil specimens up close and personal. Explore the 
adaptations of dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals 
on a guided tour of the Morian Hall of Paleontology. 
Appropriate for all ages. Maximum capacity per day 100.

Design your own Butterfly: Insect Zoo

Why do butterflies have such bright colors? How many 
legs do insects have? Investigate the characteristics, life cycle, 
and various structures of common insects. Experience the 
rainforest in a guided tour of the Cockrell Butterfly Center 
and Brown Hall on Entomology and get an up-close look at 
a wide variety of bugs and butterflies. Appropriate for all 
ages. Maximum capacity per day 100.

Diverse Ecosystems: Texas Wildlife

Explore the mammals, birds, and reptiles native to Texas, 
learning the adaptations that help them thrive in different 
ecosystems. On a guided tour of the Farish Hall of Texas 
Wildlife, students will discover why birds are so varied and 
how mammals and reptiles coexist. Appropriate for all 
ages. Maximum capacity per day 50.

Crustacean Creations: Under the Sea

Dive into the fascinating world of marine creatures, 
including squids, oysters, lightning whelks, giant turtles, 
and more! Students will have the opportunity to view real 
marine specimens in the Strake Hall of Malacology and in the 
Hammond Hall of Texas Coastal Ecology. Appropriate for 
all ages. Maximum capacity per day 100.

Too Cool Tools: Native North Americans

Meet North America’s earliest residents and learn how they 
survived in the environment in which they lived. Investigate 
their tools, homes, foods, and sources of entertainment. 
In the McGovern Hall of North America encounter groups 
from the Inuits in Alaska to the Navajo of the Plains. 
Appropriate for all ages. Maximum capacity per day 50.

Build a Pyramid: Ancient Egypt

Discover the land of pyramids and mummies, learning 
about Egyptian geography, architecture, beliefs/culture, and 
the role of the Nile River in daily life. Investigate the tools 
used to construct the everlasting pyramids and get a closer 
look at actual Egyptian artifacts on a guided tour of the 
The Hall of Ancient Egypt. Appropriate for 2nd and 3rd 
graders. Maximum capacity per day 100.

Mayan Makeover: Native Latin America

Discover life in pre-Colombian Latin America. Search for 
clues of how these early people survived. What tools did 
they use? How did they build their magnificent structures? 
What plants and animals were useful? Take a trip in the 
McGovern Hall of South and Central America. Appropriate 
for 2nd and 3rd graders. Maximum capacity per day 50.

Don’t just Study-Safari! Africa

Learn all about the vast, diverse continent of Africa. 
Explore the cultural likes and differences with North 
America. On a guided tour of the Frensley/Graham Hall 
of African wildlife, students will journey to view African 
animals in their natural habitats. Appropriate for all ages. 
Maximum capacity per day 50. 

hmns.org/education
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OUTREACH PROGRAMS

Bring the Museum to you, with our exciting, hands-on 
Outreach Programs! These interactive programs will take 
over your classroom, covering a wide variety of topics 
from paleontology to chemistry to ancient Egypt. 

Whether you teach kindergarten or high school, we 
can adapt our programs to fit your students. Most 
Outreach Programs include TEKS-aligned curriculum, with 
correlations, vocabulary, and extension activities for before 
and after the program.

BUGS ON WHEELS
Fascinating, hands-on presentations led by Cockrell Butterfly 
Center staff members will introduce students to the 
wonderful world of plants, insects, and other arthropods, 
with live specimens from the Center’s collections. 
Presentations last 30-45 minutes and are tailored to grade-
specific TEKS objectives. Topics include Amazing Arthropods, 
All About Butterflies, Awesome Arachnids, Cleanup Crew, 
Monarchs, The Buzz About Bees, and Plants and Pollinators.

DISCOVERY DOME
A portable, inflatable dome theater brings stars, planets, 
dinosaurs, volcanoes, tornadoes, DNA, and much more 
to your school, offering over 40 full-dome immersive films 
and live presentations for grades PK-12! Each show lasts 25 
minutes, and you can choose various presentations in the 
same visit. Extended scheduling hours are also available, 
and most shows are available in Spanish versions as well. 
Download a brochure with show descriptions and 
suggested grade levels at hmns.org/discoverydome.

DOCENTS TO GO
A trained Museum docent will visit your school or 
organization with real Museum artifacts and specimens! 
Each session, 45-minutes to an hour in length, is a hands-on, 
interactive experience. Topics include Authentic Africa, Birds, 
Ancient Egypt, Energy, Insects, Native Americans, Ocean Life, 
Paleontology, Rocks and Minerals and Texas Wildlife – custom 
presentations with a combination of themes may also be 
created to fit your group’s needs.
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CHEVRON EARTH SCIENCE ON WHEELS
Let HMNS bring field geology to your classroom! From 
crystals to claws, and teeth to Triceratops skin, your 
students will be amazed by the wonders of Earth Science. 
Presentations last 30-45 minutes and are tailored to grade-
specific TEKS objectives. Topics include Dinosaur Discovery 
(grades K-5), Dynamic Earth (grades 2-8), Science Sort (grades 
K-12), Know Your Rocks (grades 2-8), Water Cycle (grades 
2-8), Renewable is Doable! (grades 2-12), and Focus on Fossils 
(grades 2-12). 

CONOCOPHILLIPS SCIENCE ON STAGE
These large-group presentations explore physical science 
through exciting demonstrations. From discovering the 
effects of liquid nitrogen to seeing Newton’s laws in action, 
Science on Stage makes science concepts relevant and fun. 
Presentations last 45 minutes and are suitable for grade 
levels 2-12. Topics include Cool Chemistry, Exploring Energy 
and Motion Commotion.

SCIENCE START
Bring basic science concepts to life – through fun, 
interactive demonstrations made especially for K-2nd grade 
scientists! Hands-on, real-world activities focusing on inquiry 
and experimentation introduce students to fundamental 

objectives in an easy-to-grasp way, tailored to age and grade 
level. Presentations last 25 minutes, and include the topics 
Build It Big, Discovering Density, Space: Going The Distance!, 
and Body Works.

WILDLIFE ON WHEELS
A Museum naturalist will visit your school with live animals 
and Museum specimens, giving students opportunities to 
explore the basics of animal life. Presentations last 30-45 
minutes and are tailored to grade-specific TEKS objectives. 
Topics include Invertebrates (grades 2-12), Rainforests (grades 
3-12), Reptiles & Amphibians (grades PK-12), Texas Wildlife 
(grades 2-12), and Vertebrates (grades PK-12). 

SCIENCE NIGHTS
Customize a themed event at your school by choosing 
multiple interactive outreach presentations, hands-on 
science crafting activities and investigation stations.

OUTREACH PACKAGES 
Choose from a wide variety of Outreach Packages including 
several programs centered around a TEKS-aligned theme! 
Programs may be customized and are available at your 
school or at the Museum as part of your field trip visit. 
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OTHER UNIQUE STUDENT PROGRAMS
STUDENT OVERNIGHTS AT HMNS 
Bring your students for an overnight field trip they’ll never 
forget! After a fun-filled evening of hands-on activities, 
students settle down to spend a night at the museum in the 
exhibit halls. Customize your Overnight by upgrading to 
include a Lab on Demand or onsite Outreach program to 
create your own unforgettable Overnight adventure!

Visit our website at hmns.org/overnights to read more or 
contact the Overnight Program Manager at overnights@
hmns.org.

LATE NIGHTS AT HMNS
Enjoy a Late Night at HMNS with your student council, 
science club, or class! Complete an exhibit hall scavenger 
hunt, explore hands-on activities, and see a Burke Baker 
Planetarium show. Contact the Overnight Program 
Manager at overnights@hmns.org for more information.

THE EXXONMOBIL CAREER CHALLENGE 

A program for middle school students designed to 
stimulate interest in 21st century science and engineering 
careers in the Houston area. Students will “fly” a Mission 
to Mars in the Expedition Center spacecraft, visit the 
Cockrell Butterfly Center, the Burke Baker Planetarium, 
and the Welch Hall of Chemistry –all with a focus on 
exciting careers students might pursue.

SCOUTS@HMNS
The Museum offers classes and activities at the Hermann 
Park, Sugar Land, and George Observatory locations that 
will assist Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of all ages in earning 
an array of badges and patches. Classes are offered on 
Saturdays during the school year, and week-long programs 
are offered over Spring Break and summer. For more 
information about the Scouts programs visit our website 
at hmns.org/scouts.

STEM/Nova Day at HMNS
Saturday, September 23, 2017, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
                                                                                                                                                      
Scouts@HMNS is proud to host our third annual STEM/
Nova Day for Bears, Wolf, Webelos, Boy Scouts, and 
their families! Scouts will have access to the Museum at a 
discounted rate while working towards requirements for 
Nova Awards. We’ll also have STEM Professional Booths 
available, so students can visit with STEM professionals 
from a variety of industries. Afternoon classes will be 

available to complete the required Adventures for both 
Nova Awards! Be sure to stop by the check-in table in the 
Museum’s Grand Hall that morning to access discounted 
pricing and discover what requirements you can meet!
                                                                                                                                                      
Bear, Wolf, and Webelos STEM/Nova Awards: 
 Out of this World and Swing! Boy Scouts 
STEM/Nova Awards:
 Whoosh! and Start your Engines!
                                                                                                                                                      
Cub Scouts and Webelos, looking to get an early start on 
your STEM/Nova Award? Participate in our first annual 
STEM/Nova Overnight to get a head start on your Out of 
this World STEM/Nova Award. Visit hmns.org/overnights for 
additional information. 

GEMS 2018
Girls Exploring Math and Science (all ages)
Saturday, February 17, 2018

Join us for our annual Girls Exploring Math and Science 
open house-style event, where students and families can 
learn about science, technology, engineering, and math. 
Students can also explore careers in fields related to these 
engaging STEM topics. 

Local professionals will be on hand to answer questions 
about their careers in STEM fields, providing a great 
opportunity for families to get involved and encourage 
students to excel in math and science to reach their career 
goals. For more information on attending GEMS 2018, 
please visit our website at hmns.org/gems.

Students interested in STEM can become Student 
STEM Ambassadors and win cash prizes for your 
school’s science lab or math club! 

Email gems@hmns.org for more information on the 
application process. 
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XPLORATIONS
SUMMER SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Worried your child will forget everything from the 
school year? Xplorations Summer Science Adventures can 
help! Camps offer science adventures for kids ages 6-12. 
Parents can choose from variety of camp topics sure to 
please any young scientist. 

From paleontology to robotics, art to literature, and 
pets to medieval madness, every young thinker will be 
challenged! For a full list of camp offerings, visit our 
website at hmns.org/xplorations during the spring of 2018.

HMNS ENERGY CONSERVATION CLUB
Generously Supported by Marathon Oil Corporation

Looking for sources to help children play their part 
in conserving resources for our future? The Energy 
Conservation Club is a Web portal for your school-
aged group from school, church, or scout troop to find 
information, activities and events related to energy 
and conservation.

The HMNS Energy Conservation Club web site provides 
information on all things related to energy, including 
information about fossil fuels, alternative to efficiency and 
conservation; learning activities for individuals, homes and 
schools; energy in the news; conservation tips; places to 
visit and energy related events; teacher training activities; 
contests and much more! Visit hmns.org/ecc to get started!

BIRTHDAY PARTIES AT HMNS 
AND HMNS AT SUGAR LAND
The Party Smarty birthday party program at HMNS is 
your one-stop-shop for party planning – from selecting 
a theme and deciding on décor to securing activities and 
entertainment, we’ve got you covered. Party Smarty is 
about more than cake and candles. We make it our mission 
for your child to have an unforgettable time and to learn 
something while they’re at it.

Parties are customizable with add-on programs; contact 
your party planner for more information about add-ons like 
magicians, live animal demonstrations and more. For more 
information, visit our website at hmns.org/birthdays.
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EDUCATOR RESOURCES AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

EXCELLENCE IN SCIENCE TEACHING 
AWARDS AND STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
Each year teachers and students in the Houston area are 
recognized for their exemplary work in the fields of math 
and science. Annual awards of $2,000 are given to two 
teachers and two students. Please visit hmns.org/education 
for more information.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

DIFFERENTIATION WITH THE MUSEUM
Gifted and Talented Staff Development
Cost: $50 members; $60 non-members (January-April)
$70 non-members (May-August)

HMNS is offering a 6-hour workshop for educators. 
Participants will participate in hands-on, interactive activities 
available for immediate implementation. At the end of the 
session, educators will earn 6 hours of credit toward the 
completion of the state-mandated 30 hours of G/T teacher 
training OR a 6-hour update credit for those who have 
completed their 30 hours.

EXXONMOBIL EDUCATOR MAKER LABS 
Cost: $25 members; $30 non-members

ExxonMobil Educator Maker Labs are intended to engage 
learners in problem based, open-ended activities that 
naturally encourage high-level learning, cooperation, and 
problem-solving. Participants will learn a number of new 
skills and then use those skills in a group setting to solve 
challenges related to TEKS based objectives. 

At the end of each workshop, participants will receive 
4 hours of CPE credit, a kit of materials to take back to 
the classroom to use in their own Maker Lab, curriculum, 
and a coupon for discounted parking. To ensure credit, 
participants should arrive by 8 a.m. Labs run from 
8 a.m.-12 p.m. 

Exploring Circuits
October 14, 2017

Circuits are way more fun than the basic electromagnet.  
In this Maker Lab you’ll create wearable circuits, squishy 
circuits, and copper tape circuits as well as experiment 
with and create conductive paint.
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The Art of Science  
November 11, 2017

How is art effected by physics? Come find out! In this Maker 
Lab you will create a scribble-bot, a Jacob’s ladder, pendulum 
art, and experiment with time lapse animation to tell a story. 

Automata in Action
February 3, 2018 

Take your simple machines to the next level! In this Maker 
Lab you’ll investigate simple machines and cams to create a 
working automaton.  

Ingenious Engineering
March 24, 2018 

Become a tinker thinker as you create aerial photography, 
your own balloon-based speaker, and a multiplication 
parabola in this Maker Lab. 

AR/VR in the Classroom
April 21, 2018 

Explore Google Expeditions, and learn how to create your 
own 3D images to upload to a 3D printer or augmented 
reality software. This Maker Lab requires the participants 
bring a smartphone.  

EDUCATOR LATE NIGHTS
Cost: $60 per educator                                           
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on select dates
 
During Educator Late Nights you will enjoy the Houston 
Museum of Natural Science after hours as you participate in 
an exclusive Late Night experience designed specifically for 
Educators. In each fun-filled evening you will work on hands-
on activities to use in your classroom, have a catered dinner, 
and tour exhibits.

Check in begins at 4:30 p.m., late night activities are from 
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.  Complimentary parking in the HMNS Garage 
is included for all participants. Six hours of CPE credit will be 
awarded to participants at the end of the event. Registration 
for the Educator Late Nights is restricted to Educators Only. 

NOTE: Participants must stay through the entire event to 
receive credit as partial credit is not available.

Knights in Shining Armor 
January 12, 2018 

Knights in Shining Armor features stunning masterpieces of 
European arms and armor dating from the medieval period 

to the 19th century. Separate fact from fiction as you 
explore cutting edge battlefield technology through the ages 
and discover unique aspects of the lives of everyday people 
during this time.

Gifted & Talented: ICON 
January 19, 2018

Enhance your classroom strategy with ready-to-implement 
STEAM activities and techniques influenced by our 
permanent exhibit halls and the film Dream Big 3D. With 
dynamic presenters, engaging sessions, and the world of 
HMNS to explore, this is a workshop like no other! Six 
hours of credit toward the completion of state-mandated 
30-hour gifted and talented teacher training OR a 6-hour 
update for those who have completed their 30 hours. 
 
Death by Natural Causes 
March 23, 2018 

Death by Natural Causes will introduce the range of 
“animal, vegetable, and mineral” dangers that lurk in our 
everyday lives. Through a collection of specimens, text, 
and interactives, educators will explore animal adaptations, 
statistics, chemistry, medicine, and history. The rich 
graphics, compelling visuals, and surprising specimens are 
such to pique interests giving educators valuable resources 
to share with their students. 

TEACHER WORKSHOP: ACCESSIBILITY AT HMNS
November 14, 2017, 5 p.m.-8 p.m.

Explore HMNS as a resource for your special needs 
students and see the modifications made on our special 
Sensory Friendly School Day in December! Learn about 

EDUCATOR RESOURCES AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
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the resources available to both you and your students 
throughout the year,  visit the hands-on, sensory-friendly 
Cabinets of Curiosity, and wrap up the night with a modified 
screening in our Burke Baker Planetarium! Particpants will 
receive three hours of CPE credit.

ENERGY WORKSHOPS
Presented by the Wiess Energy Hall

The Wiess Energy Hall presents energy workshops and 
curriculum support materials for science and social studies 
teachers throughout the school year. Workshops are 
also presented by outstanding energy education groups 
such as NEED (National Energy Education Development 
Department, www.need.org) and Project Learning Tree’s 
Energy and Society, presented by EIH (Environmental 
Institute of Houston).

For Wiess Energy Hall curriculum, generously supported by 
PwC, please visit hmns.org/energycurriculum, or for additional 
information about our Energy Workshops, visit hmns.org/ecc.

ARAMCO iEXPLORE ENERGY
Aramco iExplore Energy is a program that uses the 
Museum’s resources, including its new Wiess Energy Hall, 
to educate fifth grade teachers and students about the topic 
of energy, related TEKS objectives, and careers. 

This program is for teachers and students of Galena Park ISD 
only. If you are not from Galena Park ISD and would like to 
book this program, please email educationquestions@hmns.org.

THE EDUCATOR EVENT @HMNS
Generously supported by Shell
January 20, 2018, 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
FREE for Educators! 

The Educator Event @HMNS is a conference-style event 
where you can learn about the incredible educational 
opportunities provided by museums, educational nonprofits, 
and local organizations.  
 
Earn three hours of CPE credit by attending workshops at 
the Houston Museum of Natural Science. The event is open 
to all Houston-area teachers, school administrators, student 
teachers, education undergraduate and graduate students, 
and home school educators. Discover what the Museum, 
along with other education nonprofits and corporations, can 
offer you and your students through field trips, professional 
development, and programming.

To find out more about how you can participate in 2018, visit 
hmns.org/EducatorEvent or email EducatorEvent@hmns.org. 

HMNS CATALYSTS
Looking to mix things up? Join HMNS’ Young Professionals 
group HMNS Catalysts and cause a reaction! A membership 
program for fun, intellectual types around town to mix and 
mingle. Become a catalyst and take advantage of all HMNS 
has to offer. Learn more at hmns.org/catalysts. 

MUSEUM STORE
Discover a word of books, souvenirs, educational items and 
science-related toys at the Museum Store. School personnel 
with valid school identification will receive a discount.

EDUCATOR RESOURCES AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED



The Museum offers the opportunity to hear leading 
experts to discuss their research in a variety of topics, from 
archaeology to zoology. This year’s exciting topics include 
Medieval knights, Vikings, animal mummies of ancient Egypt, 
foods of the Aztec, Neolithic sites of Scotland, the future 
of energy, human evolution, ethnobotany, coral reefs—plus 
Texas history with the politics of moving the capital of Texas 
from Houston to Austin and the border wars of early Texas. 

Teachers receive $5 off the regular ticket price of $18 with 
coupon code $5OffSchTchr. Lecture schedule posted at 
hmns.org/lectures. (Present coupon code at HMNS Box Office 
or 713.639.4629. Coupons are not accepted online.)
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PRICING
MAIN CAMPUS

FIELD TRIPS (PRICING IS PER PERSON)
Special Exhibitions: Call for pricing (includes Permanent Exhibit Halls)

Permanent Exhibit Halls: $3.50
Burke Baker Planetarium: $3.50
Cockrell Butterfly Center: $3.50
Wortham Giant Screen Theatre (non-feature length): $5.00

DOCENT TOURS:
$10.00 for every group of ten students

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS TOURS
$7 per person (includes entrance to the permanent exhibit 
halls OR Cockrell Butterfly Center)

EXPEDITION CENTER MISSIONS
Mini-Crew Mission: $160
Junior-Crew Mission: $185
Full-Crew Mission: $280

SCIENCE LABS
$165 per lab; $200 per dissection (pricing may vary by specimen)

SCIENCE LABS ON DEMAND
$200 per Lab; $200-$450 per Advanced High School Topic
$75 travel fee

OUTREACH PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOLS
Bugs on Wheels:
 $425 half day; $525 full day
Discovery Dome:
 $425 half day; $525 full day
 $625 extended day
Docents to Go:
 $100 per presentation
Chevron Earth Science on Wheels:
 $375 half day; $475 full day
ConocoPhillips Science on Stage:
 $375 first presentation
 $150 for each additional presentation
Wildlife on Wheels:
 $425 half day; $525 full day
Science Start:
 $375 first presentation pair
 $150 for each additional presentation pair 

WIESS ENERGY TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
$60 per student

SLEUTHS & SECRETS LATE NIGHT TEAM BUILDING
Monday-Friday: $450 for members, $550 for non-members
Saturday-Sunday: $500 for members, $600 for non-members

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Gifted and Talented: 
 $50 members; $60 non-members (January-April); 
 $70 non-members (May-August)
Educator Late Nights:
 $60 members; $70 non-members

EXXONMOBIL EDUCATOR MAKER LABS
$25 per person; $30 non-members

DISTINGUISHED LECTURES
$12 members; $18 non-members

SUGAR LAND

FIELD TRIPS (PRICING IS PER PERSON)
Special Exhibitions: Call for pricing (includes Permanent Exhibit Halls)

Permanent Exhibit Halls: $3.50
Field Trip Classes: $7.00 (includes Permanent Exhibit Halls)

SCIENCE LABS
$165 per lab; $200 per dissection (pricing may vary by specimen)

DIG PITS
Ball Pit: $3.00 per person (2 years and under)
Regular Dig Pit: $5.00 per person (3-11 years)

GEORGE OBSERVATORY

ASTRONOMY DAY CLASSES
$165 (per group)

EXPEDITION CENTER MISSIONS
Mini - Crew Mission: $160
Junior - Crew Mission: $185
Full - Crew Mission: $280

DISCOVERY DOME PORTABLE PLANETARIUM
$60 per show, up to 20 students 

HIGH SCHOOL STARGAZING SESSION
$275 per group

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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CONTACT US
MAIN CAMPUS

MAIN MUSEUM
hmns.org
713-639-4629

FIELD TRIPS
hmns.org/fieldtrips
713-639-4659, fieldtrips@hmns.org

EXPEDITION CENTER AT HMNS
hmns.org/space
713-639-4736, astronomy@hmns.org

SCIENCE LABS AND LABS ON DEMAND
hmns.org/lab
713-639-4625, educationquestions@hmns.org

OUTREACH PROGRAMS
hmns.org/outreach
713-639-4758, outreach@hmns.org

GIFTED AND TALENTED
hmns.org/workshops
713-639-4708, giftedandtalented@hmns.org 

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS
hmns.org/fieldtrips
713-639-4659, fieldtrips@hmns.org 

ENERGY WORKSHOPS
hmns.org/energycurriculum
713-639-4769, dburch@hmns.org

SHELL EDUCATORS’ PREVIEW
hmns.org/educatorpreview
713-639-4659, educatorpreview@hmns.org

SCOUTS
hmns.org/scouts
713-639-4631, scouts@hmns.org

XPLORATIONS SUMMER SCIENCE ADVENTURES
hmns.org/education
713-639-4625, xplorations@hmns.org  

EXXONMOBIL EDUCATOR MAKER LABS
hmns.org/workshops
educationquestions@hmns.org 

THE EDUCATOR EVENT @HMNS 
hmns.org/EducatorEvent 
EducatorEvent@hmns.org

GEMS
hmns.org/gems 
gems@hmns.org                                                                                                                                              

STUDENT OVERNIGHTS & LATE NIGHTS AT HMNS
hmns.org/overnights 
overnights@hmns.org

SUGAR LAND 

MAIN MUSEUM
hmns.org/sugarland
281-313-2277 ext. 100

FIELD TRIPS
hmns.org/sugarland
713-639-4659, sugarlandtrips@hmns.org

SCIENCE LABS
hmns.org/labs
educationquestions@hmns.org

GEORGE OBSERVATORY

CLASSES AND EXPEDITION CENTER MISSIONS
hmns.org/observatory
Monday – Friday: 713-639-4708
Saturday: 281-242-3055, georgeobservatory@hmns.org 

SCIENCE LABS
hmns.org /george-observatory/classes
educationquestions@hmns.org 

SOCIAL MEDIA AT HMNS

Twitter: twitter.com/hmns

Flickr: Group Pool: flickr.com/photos/hmns/
 Photostream: flickr.com/groups/hmns/ 

Pinterest: pinterest.com/hmns

Snapchat: hmns_museum

Facebook: facebook.com/Natural.Science

Instagram: @hmns

Beyond Bones blog: blog.hmns.org
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LOCATIONS

MAIN CAMPUS 
5555 Hermann Park Drive
Houston, Texas 77030

SUGAR LAND
13016 University Blvd
Sugar Land, Texas 77479

GEORGE OBSERVATORY
21901 FM 762
Needville, Texas 77461
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MONTHLY COUPONS EXCLUSIVE MONTHLY SAVINGS FOR EDUCATORS 
AND THEIR FAMILIES! SEE DISCOUNTS BELOW!

EXHIBIT HALLS 
$8 Tickets for Educators

EXHIBIT HALLS 
$8 Tickets for Educators

EXHIBIT HALLS 
$8 Tickets for Educators

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE 
$8 Tickets for Educators

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE 
$8 Tickets for Educators

WORTHAM GIANT SCREEN THEATRE 
$8 Tickets for Educators

BURKE BAKER PLANETARIUM 
$6 Tickets for Educators

BURKE BAKER PLANETARIUM 
$6 Tickets for Educators

COCKRELL BUTTERFLY CENTER
$6 Tickets for Educators

COCKRELL BUTTERFLY CENTER 
$6 Tickets for Educators

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid September 1-30, 2017. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid January 1-31, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid November 1-30, 2017. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid April 1-30, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid October 1-31, 2017. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid February 1-28, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid June 1-30, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid December 1-31, 2017. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid March 1-31, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 

That’s more than 25% off regular adult admission!
Just bring this coupon to the HMNS Box office.

Offer valid May 1-31, 2018. 
Not valid with any other offers or discounts. Not valid with phone/online sales. 

Code: Corp YES/SNO 
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MONTHLY COUPONS CONTINUED
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